How to play TimesPool

**Step 1:** Select your six letters and cross them out in the alphabet grid.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

**Step 2:** Select your Super Seven Bonus Letter and cross it out on the grid.

$50,000
SUPER SEVEN BONUS

**Step 3:** Grab your PerthNow Bonus Word (optional).

Visit perthnow.com.au for this week’s bonus word and write it in the Bonus Word box.

$5,000
PERTHNOW BONUS WORD

WIN $121,000 with TimesPool

**URBANE LTE SMARTWATCH**

This new smartwatch from LG is different to all the others: it uses its own SIM card, offers more apps, and uses WebOS software. The chunky timepiece uses a 1.3-inch POLED screen to show off a rotating menu of apps, from calls and messages to a voice translator and remote camera trigger. An NFC chip enables mobile payments from the watch, and there is a heart rate sensor in the back.

**S-FACTOR FISH STIMULANT**

There’s nothing worse than standing out in the sun all day waiting for the fish to bite and coming home empty-handed. S-Factor fish-feeding stimulant is an ultraviolet enhanced gel that combines a complex matrix of amino acids and salts that are proven to attract, excite and stimulate predatory fish. The gel is ideal for use on all soft and hard lures, jigs, squid, jags, flies and even natural baits.

**WIN MORE**

Home Delivery customers can win an extra $2,000 if they select the correct jackpot letters or $35,000 if they get all seven letters correct.

To arrange Home Delivery call 1800 198 051.

Sending in your entry: If you are sending one entry then write the FIRST Jackpot letter on the back of your envelope. If you are sending more than one entry, write ‘multiple entries’ on the back of the envelope instead.

Post box: TimesPool, GPO BOX 2010, PERTH WA 6840 or drop it in the TimesPool box at all selected newsagents.

Game #1644 closes at 10am, Thursday, March 19, 2015. All entries must reach the Sunday Times by 10am Thursday. Entries placed in the TimesPool boxes at newsagents must be received by 4pm on Wednesday. Entries must be an original copy. Terms and Conditions apply. The draw is open to overseas residents every month or can be obtained by calling 9311 8010.

By entering, readers accept and agree to abide by these conditions.

See Public Notices for our privacy statement.

$14.95 / WWW.SHAMANOFISH.COM.AU

**KOMODO JUMBO MOON CHAIR**

Perfect for picnics, camping, sporting events or festivals, this chair easily folds away for convenient travel. Combining a double layer, padded polyester seat and wraparound arms with a heavy duty steel frame, this jumbo chair provides exceptional comfort and style.

$33 / KOGAN.COM

**CAPHAT**

This simple, lightweight garment provides total sun protection as you wear your favourite cap. Simply pull the Caphat over your cap, position evenly then tighten the toggle. One size fits all. The peak is extended to protect your nose while your ears and neck are completely covered. Viroc tabs hold the Caphat closed in windy conditions. Made from UPF-45 material, 5 per cent of proceeds go to Cystic Fibrosis Research.

$14.95 / WWW.CAPHAT.COM.AU

$44.95 / WWW.WW.CAPHAT.COM.AU